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August 5, 2020
Urban County Planning Commission
Division of Planning – Planning Services Section
101 E Vine Street, Floor 7
Lexington, KY 40507
Re:

Second Supplemental Justification Letter - PLN-MAR-20-00002 JUBY LLC
2501 Spurr Road (a portion) (Parcel 2); and 2 Right-of-Way Parcels (Parcels 3 and 4)
From: Professional Office (P-1) Zone; and Agricultural Rural (A-R) Zone / Planned
Neighborhood Residential (R-3) Zone
To: Highway Service Business (B-3) Zone

Dear Members of the Planning Commission:
Juby, LLC (“Applicant”) hereby submits this second supplemental letter to address
concerns raised by planning staff related to Development Criteria under The Placebuilder. The
Applicant hereby incorporates the information in its previous letters for this application.
The following applicable Development Criteria are discussed below, and some are also set
forth on the revised annotated development plan being submitted herewith:
A-DS7-1:
Applicant’s revised Development Plan (hereafter, “D.P.”) has deleted the
parking spaces oriented toward Georgetown Road on Lot 8. Applicant suggests that concerns with
parking space orientation be addressed during the final development process.
C-LI2-3:
This property is located within Georgetown Road corridor, and as stated in
Note 14 of the D.P. will be in conformance with the Georgetown Road Landscape Ordinance (the
“Ordinance”). The Ordinance provides for landscaping and beautification along Georgetown
Road, which landscaping will create a positive gateway character for the development.
B-SU11-1:
Applicant has proposed “a drainage system along Spurr Road is intended to
convey roadway water from the curb line through a green stormwater solution” (Note 23 of the
D.P.) Further, as stated in Note 16 of the D.P., Applicant plans to utilize native grasses in the
detention basins. The feasibility and implementation extents of these approaches will be evaluated
at the time of a final development plan. There is also an opportunity to include planter boxes and
other controls as part of the proposed pocket park on the industrial land.
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cc:

Midsouth Homes, LLC
Juby, LLC
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UPDATED 08.03.2020

Juby, LLC (AMD)

Light industrial and highway business

2501 AND 2701 SPURR RD & 2710 SULLIVANS TR.

residential and professional offices.

(PLN-MAR-20-00002)

development on vacant land planned for

Applicant
JUBY, LLC
161 N. Eagle Creek STE 200
Lexington, KY 40509
bgross@bgdlegal.com

Owner
BARLOW HOMES LLC
161 N. Eagle Creek STE 200
Lexington, KY 40509

Application Details
Acreage:
45.85 net (52.45 gross) acres
Current Zoning:
Planned Neighborhood Residential (R-3) zone
Professional Office (P-1) zone
Proposed Zoning:
Light Industrial (I-1) zone
Highway Service Business (B-3) zone
Place-type / Development Type:
New Complete Neighborhood & Corridor /
Medium Density Non-Residential/Mixed Use

For more information about the New Complete Neighborhood and
Corridor Place-Types see Imagine Lexington.

Description:
The proposed development includes the
creation of four (4) industrial lots, with an
associated neighborhood business area that
includes a retail center and three (3) associated
out-lots with unspecified businesses.

Public Engagement

• The applicant has held several meetings with
the property owners from the established
neighborhood located to the north.

Status
Public Engagement
Pre-Application Meeting
Application Review
Planning Staff Review
Technical Review Committee
Zoning/Subdivision Committee Meetings
Planning Commission Hearing
Urban County Council Meeting

DISCLAIMER: Plans are subject to change. Visit the Accela Citizen Portal (lexingtonky.gov/plans) or contact Planning for the latest information.
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PLANNING SERVICES SECTION
ZONING MAP AMENDMENTS

STAFF REPORT ON PETITION
FOR ZONE MAP AMENDMENT
PLN-MAR-20-00002: JUBY, LLC (AMD)
EXISTING ZONING & LAND USE

DESCRIPTION OF ZONE CHANGE
Zone Change
& Acreage:

Location:

R-3 to I-1: 37.87 net (40.82 gross) acres
P-1 to B-3: 7.98 net (9.12 gross) acres
A-R to B-3: 0.00 net (1.69 gross) acres
R-3 to B-3: 0.00 net (0.82 gross) acres
Total:
45.85 net (52.45 gross) acres

PROPERTIES

ZONING

EXISTING LAND USE

Subject Property
To North

R-3 / P-1
R-3 /
I-1
A-R /
R-3 /
P-1
I-1 /
A-R
R-4

Vacant
Single Family Dwellings
Truck Parts and Sales
Farm
Single Family Dwellings
Elementary School
Manufacturing
School
Vacant

To East

2501 and 2701 Spurr Rd. and 2710 Sullivans Tr.
To South
To West

URBAN SERVICE REPORT

Roads - Georgetown Road (US 25) is a major arterial road that transitions from a five-lane road (including the center turning lane)
south of the subject property at Spurr Road to a two-lane rural highway as it crosses I-64 and I-75 just north of the subject site. To
the west of Georgetown Road, Spurr Road (KY 1977) is a narrow, rural highway, connecting Georgetown Road to N. Yarnalton Pike.
Some improvements to Spurr Road have occurred west of its crossing of the Norfolk-Southern Railroad. East of Georgetown Road,
as residential development has progressed, that roadway has been extended as a collector street. The applicant is proposing a right-in/
right-out along Georgetown Road for access into the proposed business uses. Additionally, the applicant is proposing a total of four
access points along Spurr Road, including the continuation of Sullivans Trace, which would oppose Greendale Road.
Curb/Gutter/Sidewalks - Neither Georgetown Road nor the rural portion of Spurr Road has curb, gutter or sidewalks. New streets
proposed are to be constructed to full urban street standards, including curb, gutter and sidewalks.
Utilities - All utilities, including natural gas, electric, water, phone, cable television, and internet are available in the area, and are
available to serve the proposed development.
Storm Sewers - The subject property is located within the Cane Run watershed. Storm sewers do not exist in this portion of the Urban
Service Area. Additional facilities will be required for the development in this general area to address water quality and quantity. Any
such improvements shall be designed and constructed in accordance with the LFUCG Engineering Manuals. There are no FEMA
Special Flood Hazard Areas or known flooding issues along these properties. The subject property is also located withn the Royal
Spring Aquifer Recharge Area, where special care is needed in order to better protect the aquifer.
Sanitary Sewers - The subject property is located within the Town Branch sewershed. The property is served by the Town Branch
Waste Water Treatment Facility, located on Lisle Industrial Avenue, southeast of New Circle Road. Extension of the sewer will need to
be made by the developer in accordance with the adopted Engineering Manuals.
Refuse - The Urban County Government serves this area with refuse collection on Thursdays. Supplemental service may be required
to serve the needs of the proposed industrial and commercial land uses. This can be accomplished by contracting with private refuse
collectors, if desired.
Police - The nearest police station is the West Sector roll call center on Old Frankfort Pike, located three miles to the southwest, near
the New Circle Road interchange.
Fire/Ambulance - The nearest fire station (#24) is located a mile to the west at the intersection of Magnolia Springs Drive and Estrella
Drive, within the Masterson Station area.
Transit - Currently, this area is served by the Georgetown Route (#2 and #52) with a stop located on the 2501 Spurr Road property.
Parks - Currently, there are no parks within walking distance of the subject properties.
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SUMMARY OF REQUEST
With this amended application, the petitioner has requested two zone changes for the properties located at 2710 Sullivan
Trace, 2701 Spurr Road and 2501 Spurr Road. The first zone change remains the same and is seeking to rezone 2710
Sullivan Trace, 2701 Spurr Road and a portion of 2501 Spurr Road from a Planned Neighborhood Residential (R-3) zone to
a Light Industrial (I-1) zone. The proposed development includes the creation of four (4) industrial lots. The petitioner has
amended their request for the second area of rezoning and is now seeking to rezone the remaining portion of 2501 Spurr
Road from a Professional Office (P-1) zone to a Highway Service Business (B-3) zone. The proposed development includes
the creation of a retail center and three (3) associated outlots with unspecified businesses. As the application involves
two disparate development types and the petitioner has indicated different Place-Types, the review of the application will
include a separate discussion of each of the zone changes, followed by a review of how they integrate to the area. A Traffic
Impact Study was submitted with the requested zone changes.

APPLICANT & COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
In December, 2019, the Applicant met with neighbors of the Kearney Hall Subdivision (“Neighborhood
Members”) at the annual meeting of the Kearney Ridge Homeowners Association to present its initial plans.
Approximately 15 Neighborhood Members attended that meeting. The Applicant has held a number of
subsequent meetings with Neighborhood Members, including on June 4, 6, 18, and 24. Those meetings
ranged from 15 – 40 neighbors at a time and were held both in the Kearney Hall Subdivision and at Master
Station Park. This included walking the boundary of the subject properties with Neighborhood Members.
The Applicant’s latest development plan adopted many of the requests of the Neighborhood Members, and
the Neighborhood Members are supportive of the zone change.

INDUSTRY &
PRODUCTION CENTER

PLACE-TYPE

The Industry and Production Center Place-Type is where Lexington’s most intense types of economic development
and job creation occur. These places should be located near major corridors to facilitate efficient and affordable
shipping and transportation of goods throughout the region while minimizing the impact on the traffic
infrastructure throughout the rest of the community. Special care should be taken to address the environmental
impact of these places as well as their impact on residents.

INDUSTRIAL & PRODUCTION
NON-RESIDENTIAL

DEVELOPMENT TYPE
Primary Land Use, Building Form, & Design
Primarily employment land dedicated to the most intense types of employment-centric development. This is the
only category where uses are inherently incompatible and are best separated from adjacent uses.
These uses are best suited in areas where they already exist, collocating to utilize industrial-scale infrastructure to
serve the needs of the users. Environmental protection measures should be taken to minimize impacts.
Transit Infrastructure & Connectivity
These uses are also heavy employers and should incorporate mass transit infrastructure, on par with that of other
modes, to connect residents to their jobs.

PROPOSED ZONING

I-1

This zone is intended for manufacturing, industrial and related uses not involving a potential nuisance in
terms of smoke, noise, odor, vibration, heat, light or industrial waste. In addition, the Comprehensive Plan
recognizes that it is important to promote adaptive reuse of older industrial areas and to allow Industrial
Mixed-Use projects and Adaptive Reuse Projects. The Comprehensive Plan should be used to determine
appropriate locations for this zone and for Industrial Mixed-Use Projects. Consideration should be given to
the relationship of this zone to the surrounding land uses and to the adequacy of the street system to serve
the anticipated traffic needs.

PROPOSED USE
This petitioner is proposing the Light Industrial (I-1) zone to allow for the creation of four (4) lots of “shovel
ready land” to meet the job creation goals of the community. The applicant is showing a temporary access
easement between the established neighborhood located to the north, but is not proposing other large scale
improvements of the sites as the application is speculative in nature.
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CORRIDOR

PLACE-TYPE
A Corridor is Lexington’s major roadways focused on commerce and transportation. The overriding emphasis
of Imagine Lexington is significantly overhauling the intensity of the major corridors. The future of Lexington’s
corridors lies in accommodating the shifting retail economic model by incorporating high density residential and
offering substantial flexibility to available land uses. Adding a mix of land uses to support the existing retail will
provide a built-in customer base, create a more desirable retail experience, and allow a greater return on investment
for landholders. Additional focus is on increasing the viability of enhanced mass transit, thereby reducing the
reliance on single-occupancy vehicles and improving Lexington’s overall transportation efficiency.

MEDIUM DENSITY NON-RESIDENTIAL /
MIXED USE

DEVELOPMENT TYPE
Primary Land Use, Building Form, & Design
Primarily community-serving commercial uses, services, places of employment, and/or a mix of uses within midrise structures with a higher Floor Area Ratio. Mixed-use structures typically include more multi-family residential
units and places of employment, and retail and commercial options generally draw from a larger geographic area. An
activated and pedestrian-scale ground level should be provided. These developments may include more employment
space for professional office and can include some larger entertainment spaces.
Transit Infrastructure & Connectivity
Though they draw more external users, they should still include multi-modal connections allowing for easy
neighborhood access. Mass transit infrastructure is to be provided on par with that of other modes, and the higherdensity housing types should be located in close proximity.
Parking
The buildings should be oriented to the street, and developments should avoid over-parking, with provided parking
located internally.

PROPOSED ZONING

B-3

This zone is intended to provide for retail and other uses, which are necessary to the economic vitality of the
community but may be inappropriate in other zones. The Comprehensive Plan should be used to determine
the locations for this zone. Special consideration should be given to the relationship of the uses in the zone
to the surrounding land uses and to the adequacy of the street system to serve the traffic needs.

PROPOSED USE
The proposed development includes the creation of a retail center and three (3) associated outlots with
unspecified businesses. The associated traffic impact study indicates that the applicant is interested in
developing a bank and two drive-through restaurants on the outlots. While the applicant stresses the
connection to the neighborhood, there is also a focus on the traveling public and providing uses to those
utilizing Georgetown Road.

PROPERTY & ZONING HISTORY
The subject properties have been the focus of four different zone change applications over the course of the
last 40 years. The first zone change request (MAR 82-25) occurred in 1982 and sought to rezone 165.02 net
acres located west of Georgetown Road and north of Spurr Road from an Agricultural Rural (A-R) zone to
a Light Industrial (I-1) zone, which was in agreement with the 1980 Comprehensive Plan’s Future Land Use
Map. The application was postponed prior to a recommendation from the Planning Commission due to a
lack of sewer capability in the area. The application was restarted five years later and was approved as the
proposed industrial zoning met the Future Land Use Map of the 1980 Comprehensive Plan.
In 1997, a small agriculturally zoned tract of land on the north side of Spurr Road, across from the intersection
with Greendale Road, was rezoned from A-R to I-1 (MAR 97-26). The petitioner sought to include the 2 acre
parcel of land into the Belmont Industrial development that was approved in 1987. This tract represented the
last portion of land between Spurr Road and I-75/I-64, and the Norfold Southern Railroad and Georgetown
Road that had remained agriculturally zoned.
While the property was proposed to be a large scale industrial development, it remained agricultural in
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character and use. In 2004, an application was submitted proposing a rezoning of the whole of the industrial
land to develop a 951-unit residential subdivision (MAR 2004-46). The proposal sought to develop a
combination of single family residential homes, apartment/condominiums and townhouse units. A twoacre retail center was proposed for the corner of Georgetown Road and a new collector street opposite of
the existing entrance to the UK Research Farm, just south of the I-75 overpass. A professional office area
was also proposed for approximately 9 acres located at the corner of Spurr Road and Georgetown Road. The
Planning Commission recommended disapproval of the zone change: however, the Urban County Council
approved the zone change following a public hearing (Ord. No. 78-2005). To decrease the impacts on the
noise on the subject properties, to ensure adequate side yards for the single family dwellings, and to provide
recreation opportunities for the residential neighborhood and preserve the integrity and character of the
area, the council imposed conditional zoning restrictions. These included:
1. An 8-foot solid fence or wall designed to mitigate noise shall be constructed along the property line
where the railroad runs adjacent to the property except in areas of open space and such fence or wall
shall be screened from view from the developed portion of the property by trees, foliage, or other suitable
plants.
2. Side yards on lots developed as single family dwellings shall be not less than six (6) feet.
3. A two (2) acre tract within the subject property shall be dedicated to the Lexington Fayette Urban County
Government for use as a park or play area.
Most recently, the petitioner requested a zone change from a Planned Neighborhood Residential (R-3) zone
with 3 conditional zoning restrictions to a Planned Neighborhood Residential (R-3) zone that removes
conditions #1 & #2 of the conditional zoning restrictions (MAR 2006-17). The Planning Commission
recommended the removal of condition #1 due to the irregular topography and the ineffectiveness of a
fence or wall. The Planning Commission recommended maintaining condition #2, as there had been no
major change of an economic, physical, or social nature on the subject property or within the area, which
was not anticipated, and which had altered the basic character of the area. The Council agreed with the
recommendation of the Planning Commission.
Since the 2006 modification of the conditional zoning restrictions, the area has experienced a large amount
of residential growth, including the construction of single family detached and attached dwelling units. The
area has also been approved for the construction of multi-family residential structures that are seeking to
provide affordable units for potential residents. Whereas the overarching zoning of the area between Norfolk
Southern Railroad and Georgetown Road was industrial in nature prior to 2004, the inclusion of residential
development by the applicant since 2004 has created an area of concentrated residential zoning and land use
north of Spurr Road.
One of the greatest challenges to the proposed zone change is the adequacy of infrastructure to support the
industrial traffic that has been proposed by the applicant. Spurr Road (KY 1977) is a narrow, rural highway,
connecting Georgetown Road to N. Yarnalton Pike. Located between the Norfolk Southern Railroad and
Georgetown Road, there are two sharp curves, which has created a reverse curve or “S-Curve” in the roadway.
This section of the roadway has proved to be both narrow and dangerous. The staff has voiced their concerns
regarding the curve since the 2004 rezoning and stated that the curve would need to be straightened in
coordination with the then proposed residential development.
With this application, the petitioner is seeking to both increase the intensity and frequency of use along the
curve, bringing large and heavy truck traffic. While there has been industrial development in the area, the
majority of the traffic generated by Kentucky Eagle Distributers, Big Ass Fans, Tiffany and Co., and Harbor
Steel and Supply utilizes Innovation Drive to access Georgetown Road and the associated freight corridors.
Innovation Drive, which is an industrial collector, was constructed in coordination with the development of
the industrial land south of Spurr Road and was not a public project.
While the applicant agrees that the curve is both dangerous and inadequate to support their proposed uses,
they have not agreed to straighten the curve to bring the roadway into compliance with both the LFUCG and
KYTC standards. The applicant cites the cost associated with the modification and references that no other
developer has been required to modify the curve in the past. Instead, the applicant proposes construction
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of widening curves to increase the width of lanes, continuance of a building setback line to reserve land
(the “Reservation Area”) for a possible future straightening of the S-Curve by KYTC, District 7, or other
governmental agency, grading the Reservation Area to improve sight lines and prohibit tall vegetation
therein, and upgrading the half-section of Spurr Road to an industrial collector standard along the frontage
of the subject properties.
While staff is understanding of the applicant’s desires, the current proposal does not adequately meet the
health, safety, and welfare needs of the Lexington community. The applicant is suggesting a short-term
solution for a problem that they are proposing, which will negatively impact the safety of the roadway and
can have negative impacts on the surrounding residential users that utilize Spurr Road to access Georgetown
Road. At this time the staff would like the applicant to continue to work with both the MPO and the KYTC
to find a safer solution that does not affect the health, safety, and welfare of the Lexington community, both
residential and industrial land uses, and the traveling public.

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN COMPLIANCE
GOALS & OBJECTIVES
The 2018 Comprehensive Plan, Imagine Lexington, seeks to provide flexible yet focused planning guidance
to ensure equitable development of our community’s resources and infrastructure that enhances our quality
of life, and fosters regional planning and economic development. This will be accomplished while protecting
the environment, promoting successful, accessible neighborhoods, and preserving the unique Bluegrass
landscape that has made Lexington-Fayette County the Horse Capital of the World.
The applicant makes two separate arguments for agreement with the Comprehensive Plan: one for the B-3
zone and one for the I-1 zone. This amended application opines that the Highway Service Business (B-3)
zone is in agreement with the Comprehensive Plan, as it adds commercial services within an area that has
minimal services available. The applicant opines that the proposed rezoning will have the opportunity to
bring healthcare services to an area that is currently under-served (Theme A, Goal #4.b). While the applicant
is proposing a zone that would allow for the inclusion of healthcare services, the current Professional Office
(P-1) zone allows for the same, if not more medical services to be provided in this area. Staff cannot agree
that the Highways Service Business (B-3) zone is a more appropriate zone then the current zoning for the
purposes of providing equitable and accessible social services and healthcare facilities that address the needs
of all residents, maximizing the opportunity to reach geographically under-served areas throughout the
community.
Next, the applicant opines that they are seeking to provide establishments and restaurants to an undeserved
portion of the corridor and community, referencing Theme A, Goal #2.c. Unfortunately, Theme A, Goal #2.c
references the incorporation of adequate greenspace and open space into all development projects, which
serve the needs of the intended population. The B-3 zone requires no open space and the applicant is not
currently showing greenspace or open space that is intentionally created for the proposed users.
The applicant goes further to opine that the proposed rezoning will take advantage of the LexTran bus stop
on the properties, which will allow for the opportunity to utilize the current route to reach the retail center
(Theme D, Goal #1.c). While the applicant indicates that they are “open to constructing seating and a shelter,
which could be designed to be public art,” staff would like the applicant to reach out to LexTran to discuss
these elements or commit to these elements at this time. The inclusion of an enhanced transit stop at this
location is important to the viability of the subject property and the designation of the proposed Corridor
Place-Type. Furthermore, the applicant’s focus on providing greater connectivity to the school and proposed
industrial land uses would necessitate the increase of transit infrastructure, which they are interested in
providing.
In addition to the proposed development of the enhanced transit stop, the applicant delves deeper into the
other alternative modes of mobility at the proposed site. The applicant opines that the multi-use path that
will extend from Kearney Hill Subdivision and its portion of the Spurr Road frontage will create new modes
of transportation to the retail center and connect to Georgetown Road (Theme A, Goal #3.b). The applicant
stresses that the wider sidewalks and increased bicycle facilities will provide a travel area for all users and will
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connect with trails in the greenspace network (Theme D, Goal #1.b). Additionally the applicant is seeking to
provide a green design concept for stormwater management along Spurr Road, working with the proposed
shared-use trails.
Finally, the applicant opines that the proposed rezoning will strike a balance between urban growth and rural
protection and preservation. The applicant indicates that the proposed project will activate underutilized
and vacant land along an important corridor (Theme E, Goal #1.c). The proposed retail center is meant to
create additional employment opportunities and services for the neighborhoods being constructed along
Georgetown and Spurr Roads (Theme C, Goal #2.a). The applicant stresses that the proposed project will
provide services to commuters from outside the Urban Service Area in Lexington, as well as commuters
traveling to and from Scott County, which will relieve pressure to create those opportunities outside the
Urban Service Area along the corridor (Theme E, Goal 1.d).
Next, within the amended information submitted with this application, the petitioner expands upon Themes
described within the original justification letter for the proposed rezoning of the portion of the properties from
the to Planned Neighborhood Residential (R-3) zone to the Light Industrial (I-1) zone. The applicant opines
that the proposed rezoning will provide a mix of uses in the area, prioritizing access to job opportunities for
the neighborhood (Theme C, Goal #2.a). The applicant stresses that this proposed rezoning is focused on the
development of jobs. The applicant opines that the proposed project is for a highly appropriate development
that activates a large undeveloped and underutilized land along the Georgetown Road corridor (Theme
E, Goal #1.c and e). Additionally, the petitioner indicates that the proposed rezoning will allow additional
employment opportunities in the area will relieve some pressure, the Urban Service Area in the adjacent area
(Theme E, Goal #1.d.). The petitioner also opines that the project will create job opportunities with higher
compensation and benefits than retail jobs, and less educational requirements than professional jobs (Theme
C, Goal #1.a.; Theme C, Goal #2.a).
In addition to the applicant’s focus on jobs, they also stress the improvements that are proposed. They state
that by connecting Kearney Ridge to Spurr Road by extending Sullivans Trace, the proposed development will
decrease emergency response times and give the neighborhood a second access point (Theme A, Goal #4.c).
Additionally, the applicant is proposing a shared-use path as a part of the extension of Sullivans Trace and
along the Spurr Road frontage. The applicant stresses that the wider sidewalks and increased bicycle facilities
will provide a travel area for all users and will connect with trails in the greenspace network (Theme D, Goal
#1.b). Additionally the applicant is seeking to provide a green design concept for stormwater management
along Spurr Road, working with the proposed shared-use trails.
While the applicant’s discussion of the aforementioned Goals and Objectives could show agreement with the
Comprehensive Plan, the issue regarding the reverse curve or “S-Curve” along Spurr Road creates potential
safety conflicts. There are several Goals and Objectives that call for safe roadway development, including: Theme
A, Goal #3.b seeks to Strive for positive & safe social interactions in neighborhoods, including, but not limited
to, neighborhoods that are connected for pedestrians & various modes of transportation; Theme D, Goal
#1 stress the need to work to achieve an effective and comprehensive transportation system; and Theme D,
Goal #1.d focuses on the need to improve traffic operation strategies. Without a proper and safe roadway at
that this location, there is a greater potential for negative impacts on shared-use facilities proposed by the
applicant. The applicant should seek to reconcile the potential safety concerns along Spurr Road to show that
these facilities are safe and add to the urban fabric.
CRITERIA
The criteria for a zone change are the distillation of the adopted Goals and Objectives, as well as the policies
put forth in the 2018 Comprehensive Plan. The criteria for development represent the needs and desires of
the Lexington-Fayette Urban County community in hopes of developing a better built environment. The
applicable criteria are defined based on the proposed place-type and development type.
Planned Neighborhood Residential (R-3) zone to Light Industrial (I-1) zone
The applicant has indicated that the site is located within the Industry and Production Place-Type and
is seeking to create an Industry and Production Non-Residential Development Type for 2710 Sullivan
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Trace, 2701 Spurr Road and a portion of 2501 Spurr Road. Within this Place-Type and Development Type,
the Comprehensive Plan states that special care should be taken to address the environmental impact of
these places, as well as their impact on residents. As such, there must be an emphasis on how a proposed
development is situated within the immediate area. In this case the applicant has indicated that many of
the criteria should be discussed at the time of the final development plan, but have recently added greater
information regarding compliance with the Comprehensive Plan. While the applicant has addressed some
of the Development Criteria, there are areas of concern as to how the applicant has applied or not applied
the development criteria, specifically with the Industrial and Production Non-Residential Development
Type. The following criteria should be further described by the applicant to demonstrate how they are in
agreement with the Comprehensive Plan.
1. Site Design, Building Form and Location
B-SU11-1: Green infrastructure should be implemented in new development.
While the applicant has indicated that there will be green stormwater management along the frontage of
Spurr Road, they should provide detail as to what types of infrastructure they are seeking to implement.
2. Transportation and Pedestrian
D-CO1-1: Rights-of-way and multimodal facilities should be designed to reflect and promote the desired
place-type.
The applicant is proposing an industrial development and the need for an industrial collector roadway to
carry the potential traffic. The current reverse curve or “S-curve” improvements do not reflect and promote
the desired place-type.

D-CO2-1: Safe facilities for all users and modes of transportation should be provided.
Due to the potential safety impacts of the reverse curve or “S-curve” and the solution that has been proposed
by the applicant, there is a high potential that this change would negatively impact the health, safety and
welfare of the traveling public and could negatively impact the shared-use facilities that are being proposed
by the applicant.
3. Greenspace and Environmental Health
B-PR7-2: Trees should be incorporated into development plans; prioritize grouping of trees to increase
survivability.
The applicant solely references that they will meet Article 18 of the LFUCG Zoning Ordinance. This criteria
is meant to focus on the protection and establishment of new treed areas. The applicant should discuss how
they are enhancing the trees, prioritizing groupings. The applicant should expand upon the proposed buffer
requirements and their work with the neighbors.

B-PR7-3: Developments should improve the tree canopy.
The applicant should described how they will improve tree canopy or describe why they cannot do so.
Currently, the notation on the associated development plan notes the areas of potential buffer, but does not
provide information as to how this is being achieved.

E-ST3-1: Development along major corridors should provide for ride sharing pick up and drop off locations
along with considerations for any needed or proposed park and ride functions of the area.
The applicant should show ride sharing pick up and drop off location or describe why they cannot do so.
Professional Office (P-1) zone to Highways Service Business (B-3) zone
The applicant has indicated that the site is located within the Corridor Place-Type and is seeking to create
a Medium Density Non-Residential / Mixed-Use Development Type for the remaining portion of 2501
Spurr Road. Within this Place-Type and Development Type, the Comprehensive Plan states that adding a
mix of land uses to support the existing retail will provide a built-in customer base, create a more desirable
retail experience, and allow a greater return on investment for landholders. While staff understands that not
all elements of a plan are finalized during the time of rezoning, there is needed discussion regarding how
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the proposed development is integrating with the proposed industrial land use, as well as intended users.
While the applicant has addressed some of the Development Criteria, there are areas of concern as to how
the applicant has applied or not applied the development criteria, specifically with the Medium Density
Non-Residential Development Type. The following criteria should be further described by the applicant to
demonstrate how they are in agreement with the Comprehensive Plan.
1. Site Design, Building Form and Location
A-DS5-4: Development should provide a pedestrian-oriented and activated ground level.
The applicant is not showing adequate pedestrian infrastructure within the site itself nor how that would
connect with the shared-use trail, the proposed transit infrastructure, or the connection with the school.

A-DS7-1: Parking should be oriented to the interior or rear of the property for non-residential or multifamily developments.
The current parking along Georgetown Road includes parking along frontage of the outlots.

A-EQ3-1: Development should create context sensitive transitions between intense corridor development
and existing neighborhoods.
The applicant should briefly discuss their compliance with the Georgetown Road Landscape Ordinance and
how that will transition onto Spurr Road.

B-SU11-1: Green infrastructure should be implemented in new development.
While the applicant has indicated that there will be green stormwater management along the frontage of
Spurr Road, they should provide detail as to what types of infrastructure they are seeking to implement.
2. Transportation and Pedestrian
D-CO1-1: Rights-of-way and multimodal facilities should be designed to reflect and promote the desired
place-type.
The applicant stresses in the review of the Goals and Objectives the pedestrian friendly movement of the
proposed development; however, the internal pedestrian movement through this section of the site is
missing. Since this portion is meant to create an integrated shopping and service area, adequate pedestrian
facilities that connect to the proposed shared-use trail and enhanced transit facilities are necessary.
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CONDITIONAL ZONING RESTRICTIONS
Following consultation with the neighborhood located to the north, the petitioner is recommending the use
of conditional zoning restrictions minimize any perceived negative impacts on the residents of Kearney Hill
Subdivision and to further reduce any incompatibility. These proposed restrictions include the prohibiting of
uses, and enhanced buffering. The Zoning Ordinance prohibits most potential nuisances “in terms of smoke,
noise, odor, vibration, heat, light or industrial waste,” in the light-industrial zone. The applicant proposes
to further restrict the area for the proposed I-1 zone, including residential or trailer courts or parks;
columbariums and crematories; penal or correctional institutions; refuse dumps, landfills or incinerators;
grain drying; automobile race tracks; laundry (excluding self-service laundry), clothes cleaning or dyeing
shop; commercial wood lots; below-ground storage of any flammable or nonflammable gas or oxidizer in
liquid or gaseous form (except for use with automobile and truck service or refueling station or major or
minor automobile and truck repair); septic systems; concrete mixing and concrete products production;
stockyards or housing of livestock; mining of non-metallic minerals; any principal, accessory or conditional
use for which a zoning classification of I-2 (Heavy Industrial Zone) is required, as set forth in the Zoning
Ordinance-Resolution in effect as of this date for Lexington, Fayette County, Kentucky.
It is important to delve into the various uses that have been proposed to be restricted by the applicant, but
are not applicable to this application. There are several examples in which the proposed restricted use is not
allowable as a principle permitted use, accessory use, or conditional use within the I-1 zone. These include,
residential or trailer courts or parks (only allowable in the M-1P zone), stockyards or housing of livestock
(allowable in the A-R zone under the AM-1 Overlay zone, and in the I-2 zone as a conditional use), and
septic systems (an infrastructural element that is not categorized within the Zoning Ordinance as a use and
thus cannot be restricted). The petitioner’s proposed restriction of any principal, accessory or conditional
use for which a zoning classification of I-2 (Heavy Industrial Zone) is required is also somewhat perplexing
to staff. The applicant is requesting a zone change to the I-1 zone and thus the available principle permitted
uses, accessory uses, and conditional uses that are exclusive to the I-2 zone are not allowable within the I-1
zone. The use of conditional zoning restrictions for these uses is unnecessary.
Next, the applicant has proposed an enhanced buffer beyond the minimum buffering required by the
Zoning Ordinance to further the step-down. The applicant opines that the Zoning Ordinance requires one
buffer area of fifteen feet with one tree per every 40 feet and a six (6) foot double hedge or fence as a barrier.
This can be reduced to five (5) feet with the establishment of a fence. Based on the applicant’s meetings with
the neighborhood members, the applicant proposes an enhanced landscape buffer area of 25 feet with a six
(6) to eight (8) foot wooden privacy fence along most of the boundary and a six (6) foot double hedge for
the balance. The Applicant proposes berms for the two lots adjoining the industrial land at Sullivans Trace.
In addition to any new tree, the applicant has agreed to work with the neighbors to retain current healthy
trees in the landscape buffer area. The applicant also proposes a 50 foot building set back line along the
boundary with the residential zone.
Finally, the applicant has recommended certain traffic calming devices and improvements to roadways that
would reduce potential conflicts between industrial uses and the neighboring residential uses. The primary
focus of these improvements would be located along Sullivans Trace. The applicant proposes installing
speed tables, and a “No Thru Truck” a gateway feature, designated utilizing brick columns, to distinguish the
adjacent neighborhood. The applicant also proposes berms at the boundary of the residential and industrial
lands. The applicant proposes street trees and multi-purpose path along Sullivans Trace to further calm
traffic and a pocket park area at the intersection of Sullivans Trace and Spurr Road.
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STAFF RECOMMENDS: POSTPONEMENT
POSTPONEMENT, FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS:
1. The zone change application for the subject property, as proposed, does not completely address the
Goals and Objectives of the 2018 Comprehensive Plan. The following Goals and Objectives require
further discussion by the applicant to address compliance with the Comprehensive Plan:
a. Theme A, Goal 3.b: Strive for positive & safe social interactions in neighborhoods, including,
but not limited to, neighborhoods that are connected for pedestrians & various modes of
transportation.
b. Theme D, Goal #1: Work to achieve an effective and comprehensive transportation system
c. Theme D, Goal #1.c: Concentrate efforts to enhance mass transit along our corridors in order to
facilitate better service for our growing population, as well as efficiencies in our transit system.
d. Theme D, Goal #1.d: Improve traffic operation strategies
2. The zone change application for the subject property, as proposed, does not completely address the
development criteria for a zone change within the Industrial and Production Place-Type, specifically
the Industrial and Production Non-Residential Development Type. The following criteria require
further discussion by the applicant to address compliance with the Comprehensive Plan:
a. B-SU11-1: Green infrastructure should be implemented in new development.
b. D-CO1-1: Rights-of-way and multi-modal facilities should be designed to reflect and promote the
desired place-type.
c. D-CO2-1: Safe facilities for all users and modes of transportation should be provided.
d. B-PR7-2: Trees should be incorporated into development plans; prioritize grouping of trees to
increase survivability.
e. B-PR7-3: Developments should improve the tree canopy.
f. E-ST3-1: Development along major corridors should provide for ride sharing pick up and drop off
locations along with considerations for any needed or proposed park and ride functions of the area.
3. The zone change application for the subject property, as proposed, does not completely address the
development criteria for a zone change within the Corridor Place-Type, specifically the Medium
Density Non-Residential / Mixed Use Development Type. The following criteria require further
discussion by the applicant to address compliance with the Comprehensive Plan:
a. A-DS5-4: Development should provide a pedestrian-oriented and activated ground level.
b. A-DS7-1: Parking should be oriented to the interior or rear of the property for non-residential or
multi-family developments.
c. A-EQ3-1: Development should create context sensitive transitions between intense corridor
development and existing neighborhoods.
d. B-SU11-1: Green infrastructure should be implemented in new development.
e. D-CO1-1: Rights-of-way and multimodal facilities should be designed to reflect and promote the
desired place-type.

HBB/TLW
8/6/2020
Planning Services/Staff Reports/MAR/2020/PLN-MAR-20-00002 JUBY LLC (AMD).pdf
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SUPPLEMENTAL STAFF REPORT ON PETITION
FOR ZONE MAP AMENDMENT
PLN-MAR-20-00002: JUBY, LLC (AMD)
STAFF REVIEW
Over the course of the review of this application there have been three primary concerns: the location
of industrial land uses abutting residential land uses, the integration of new development with historical
development, and the adequacy of infrastructure to support the increased intensity that is associated with
industrial land uses. While the applicant has done much to supplement their application, these concerns
remain and result in the associated recommendation.
With the submission of a zone change application, it is important for staff to review the compatibility
of the proposed change with the historical development in an area. Since the 2004 zone change, there
has been significant modification of the area north of Spurr Road (KY 1977) and between the Norfolk
Southern Railroad and Georgetown Road (US 25). Design Policy #4 states that new development should
be sensitive to the surrounding context. Context-sensitive development is compatible and complementary
to adjacent neighborhoods and communities. It enhances the existing neighborhoods through land uses
and development patterns that are sensitive to the nearby built and natural environments and connected to
existing neighborhoods in a meaningful way that brings a higher quality of life to all residents by creating a
sense of place. These connections can be made by providing complementary uses, as well as physical multimodal connections. The connection of uses should be done through an appropriate scale that makes them
accessible and not out of place or intrusive. A focus on the intensity step-downs and buffers are meant to
ensure compatibility.
In this case, the applicant is proposing to increase the intensity of the land use, from what was planned
for the continuation of single family residential, to one of the more intense land use within the Zoning
Ordinance. Additionally, by proposing an industrial land use rather than one that is more compatible with
the surrounding development, including single family residential, multi-family residential, or neighborhood
servicing business, the ability to integrate the new development into the established development is lost. The
result is a separated development that turns its back on the neighborhood rather than merging with the existing
neighborhood. For the subject application, both the proposed industrial area and the highway service area
are not integrating with the established development, but are creating two new separate developments that
are only tangentially connected. In this case, while the applicant is providing a roadway to access Spurr Road
from the neighborhood, there is no true integration. Whereas in other instances in Lexington, residential
development has replaced industrial development or has abutted industrial development, there is no clear
ability or accessibility to tie the new development into the old. This forces that development to be separated
due to historical circumstances.
Throughout the petitioner’s application, there is a stress on the need for land that is available for jobs. This is
an important element of any community and can work with the context of a neighborhood. However, in this
case, the applicant has not shown integration for a live/work situation, and has not indicated the types of uses
they are seeking to promote. While the applicant has recommended restricting those uses that can be noxious
or produce greater nuisances, they have not restricted the site for uses that are low employment generators,
like self-storage warehousing. Furthermore, this area has had extensive industrial development south of
Spurr Road, with a clear buffer between the intensity of uses, and is currently planning for the expansion of
economic development land east of Georgetown Road within the Coldstream Campus. The Urban County
Government swapped land with the University of Kentucky to gain control of over 200 acres of economic
development land (Theme C, Goal #3). Currently, the staff and a consultant have been tasked with working
with the Mayor’s office to create a long-range plan for the publicly-controlled Coldstream Campus located
near the interstate and is ideal for attracting high-wage jobs, creating employment options for Lexington and
revenue for the city (Prosperity Policy #12).
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The need for neighborhood integration is further supported by Design Policy #12, which states that new
development should support neighborhood-level commercial areas. In many neighborhoods developed
decades ago, commercial areas were designated to serve as neighborhood focal points. The development
of focal points is an element that is regularly supported within the Comprehensive Plan. Within the initial
application, the petitioner indicated that they were not interested in directly connecting or integrating the
neighborhood with the proposed commercial areas, resulting in the amendment of the application to the
Highway Service Business (B-3) zone. The applicant has suggested that this portion of the development will
be available for both the traveling public and the neighborhood, stressing the connection to the school and
the trail system that will extend down Sullivans Trace to Spurr Road, and along Spurr Road to Georgetown
Road. This provides a route for access; however, it is not focused on the neighborhood and is focused more
heavily on the traveling public.
The integration of the site and the movement of individuals along Spurr Road, via all modes of transportation,
is also a major issue regarding this application. Over the course of the discussion during the 1995 zone change
the adequacy of the roadway regarding the proposed industrial land use was questioned. The applicant
indicated that it was not the proper time to discuss the roadway and it would be considered during the final
development plan for this section of the property. During the 2004 zone change, this question was asked
regarding the proposed residential land use, and again the applicant indicated that it was not the proper time
to discuss the roadway and it would be considered during the final development plan for this section of the
property. No final development plan was submitted for either zone change for this section of the property,
and now the applicant is seeking to shift away from the residential land use that they established in the area,
which changed the context of the area north of Spurr Road, to a more intense zone that requires more intense
infrastructural development. The greater intensity of infrastructural development is directly correlated to the
one essential question of zoning: is this safe?
With new development, there are clear regulations that guide the construction of infrastructure that protects
the health, safety and welfare of our community. In this case, the applicant is seeking to apply those standards
and in some cases exceed those standards to protect the current residents of the area and the proposed
industrial users, except in the area in which there is currently the greatest danger. The “S-curve” (or reverse
curve) has been and remains a dangerous situation, which would be exacerbated with the inclusion of heavy
truck traffic. The applicant has stated that “KYTC, District 7, has informed the applicant that it will not
require the applicant to rebuild Spurr Road to straighten the reverse curve (“S-Curve”).” While the state
has stated to the applicant that they will not require them to build the roadway, the state has provided the
Division of Planning an initial infrastructure design, which shows the straightening of the area.
The perspective of safe infrastructural development is further reflected in the Comprehensive Plan. Theme
A, Goal #3.b encourages the Lexington Community to strive for positive & safe social interactions in
neighborhoods, including, but not limited to, neighborhoods that are connected for pedestrians & various
modes of transportation; Theme D, Goal #1 stresses the need to work to achieve an effective and comprehensive
transportation system, one that is safe for all users; and Theme D, Goal #1.d focuses on the need to improve
traffic operation strategies that at the base are reflected in the Land Subdivision Regulations. Without a
proper and safe roadway at that this location, there is a greater potential for negative impacts on shared-use
facilities proposed by the applicant. These facilities are what the petitioner is currently proposing for the
connection between the established residential neighborhood and the commercial facilities. The applicant
has not reconciled the potential safety concerns along their frontage of Spurr Road to show that the proposed
facilities are safe for the proposed uses (D-CO2-1).
In addition to the Goals and Objectives, Livability Policy #9 states that Lexington should promote economic
development through the preservation of strategically and appropriately located industrial and production
zoned land. This policy states that it is still critical to provide a base of industrial zoned land, in strategic
locations, well-served by appropriately scaled infrastructure. However, it goes further to state that many of
the problems identified with industrial zone land have their origins in the initial site design and location of the
industrial corridor in which they are located. While this application is not an existing site, it is reflective of the
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issues that are old in nature. Without adequate infrastructural development at the forefront of development,
the Urban County is left holding the bag and dealing with impacts, which have no clear or identifiable solution,
other than the County or State fixing a problem created by a developer. The applicant has indicated several
times that there is a proposed state project that may happen, which is focused on enhancing Georgetown
Road and some of the intersections nearby. While the staff would not be adverse to the State fixing the issues
at this location, plans for this modification are not recommended to occur for a significant amount of time
and are not specifically planned to address the “s-curve”.
The Comprehensive Plan goes further to described the Industrial and Production Place-Type as areas where
Lexington’s most intense types of economic development and job creation occur. These places should be
located near major corridors to facilitate efficient and affordable shipping and transportation of goods
throughout the region while minimizing the impact on the traffic infrastructure throughout the rest of the
community. Special care should be taken to address the environmental impact of these places, as well as
their impact on residents. The site priorities for this Place-Type include: economic development and job
creation, intense industrial uses, substantial buffers from residential uses, environmental protection, and
locational priority on major shipping transportation corridors. The associated Industrial and Production
Non-Residential / Mixed-Use Development Type stresses that the associated developments are best suited
in areas where the infrastructure already exists, collocating to utilize industrial-scale infrastructure to serve
the needs of the users, and that environmental protection measures should be taken to minimize impacts.
Both the Place-Type and the Development Type stress the importance of adequate infrastructure, which is
currently not available at this location, nor is it being proposed by the applicant.
The staff agrees that our current economic situation with the nation, state, and county are dire. However, the
proposed rezoning is not in agreement with the Comprehensive Plan and staff cannot currently recommend
of approval of the application.
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STAFF RECOMMENDS: DISAPPROVAL, FOR THE FOLLOWING REASON:
1. The requested Light Industrial (I-1) and Highway Service Business (B-3) zones are not in agreement
with the 2018 Comprehensive Plan’s Goals and Objectives, for the following reasons:
a. The proposed development does not provide a context sensitive development (Design Policy #4)
that integrates into the established residential character of the area north of Spurr Road.
b. The proposed development does not support the integration of neighborhood serving business,
and separates itself from the existing development rather that connecting residential uses to
commercial uses (Design Policy #12).
c. The proposed development does not adequately create positive & safe social interactions in
neighborhoods (Theme A, Goal #3.b), including, but not limited to, neighborhoods that are
connected for pedestrians & various modes of transportation; Theme D, Goal #1 stresses the need
to work to achieve an effective and comprehensive transportation system, one that is safe for all
users; and Theme D, Goal #1.d focuses on the need to improve traffic operation strategies.
d. The applicant has not reconciled the potential safety concerns along their frontage of Spurr Road to
show that the proposed facilities are safe for the proposed uses (D-CO2-1).
2. There have been no major changes of an economic, physical or social nature within the immediate area,
which were not anticipated in the Comprehensive Plan adopted by the Commission and which have
substantially altered the basic character of the immediate area.
3. The applicant has not put forth a justification for why the current zoning is inappropriate and
the proposed zoning is appropriate for the subject property. The current Planned Neighborhood
Residential (R-3) zone remains appropriate, as it provides needed dwelling units within the Urban
Service Area and maintains the residential character of the area north of Spurr Road and between
the Norfolk Southern Railroad and Georgetown Road. It has been documented within 2017 Fayette
County Housing Demand Study that we are in need of additional housing units on vacant land inside
the Urban Service Area.

HBB/TLW
09/22/2020
G:\Planning Services\Staff Reports\2020\PLN-MAR-20-00002 JUBY LLC (AMD) SUPPLEMENTAL
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SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL STAFF REPORT ON PETITION

FOR ZONE MAP AMENDMENT
PLN-MAR-20-00002: JUBY, LLC (AMD)
STAFF REVIEW
Over the course of the review of this application there have been three primary concerns: the location
of industrial land uses abutting residential land uses, the integration of new development with historical
development, and the adequacy of infrastructure to support the increased intensity that is associated with
industrial land uses. Before the October 1st, 2020 Zoning Subcommittee meeting, the applicant adjusted
their development plan to include proposed improvements along the property’s road frontage that partially
meet the Subdivision Regulations. While the applicant has done much to supplement their application, the
two other concerns remain and result in the associated recommendation.
With the submission of a zone change application, it is important for the Planning Commission to consider the
compatibility of the proposed change with the historical development in an area. Since the 2004 zone change,
there has been significant modification of the area north of Spurr Road (KY 1977) and between the Norfolk
Southern Railroad and Georgetown Road (US 25). Design Policy #4 states that new development should
be sensitive to the surrounding context. Context-sensitive development is compatible and complementary
to adjacent neighborhoods and communities. It enhances the existing neighborhoods through land uses
and development patterns that are sensitive to the nearby built and natural environments and connected to
existing neighborhoods in a meaningful way that brings a higher quality of life to all residents by creating a
sense of place. These connections can be made by providing complementary uses, as well as physical multimodal connections. The connection of uses should be done through an appropriate scale that makes them
accessible and not out of place or intrusive. A focus on the intensity step-downs and buffers are meant to
ensure compatibility.
In this case, the applicant is proposing to increase the intensity of the land use, from what was planned
for the continuation of single family residential, to one of the more intense land use within the Zoning
Ordinance. Additionally, by proposing an industrial land use rather than one that is more compatible with
the surrounding development, including single family residential, multi-family residential, or neighborhood
servicing business, the ability to integrate the new development into the established development is lost. The
result is a separated development that turns its back on the neighborhood rather than merging with the existing
neighborhood. For the subject application, both the proposed industrial area and the highway service area
are not integrating with the established development, but are creating two new separate developments that
are only tangentially connected. In this case, while the applicant is providing a roadway to access Spurr Road
from the neighborhood, there is no true integration. Whereas in other instances in Lexington, residential
development has replaced industrial development or has abutted industrial development, there is no clear
ability or accessibility to tie the new development into the old. This forces that development to be separated
due to historical circumstances.
Throughout the petitioner’s application, there is a stress on the need for land that is available for jobs. This is
an important element of any community and can work with the context of a neighborhood. However, in this
case, the applicant has not shown integration for a live/work situation, and has not indicated the types of uses
they are seeking to promote. While the applicant has proposed restricting those uses that can be noxious or
produce greater nuisances, they have not restricted the site for uses that are low employment generators, like
self-storage warehousing. Furthermore, this area has had extensive industrial development south of Spurr
Road, with a clear land use transition between the intensity of uses. In addition, industrial land uses are
currently planning for the land east of Georgetown Road within the Coldstream Campus. The Urban County
Government swapped land with the University of Kentucky to gain control of over 200 acres of economic
development land (Theme C, Goal #3). Currently, the staff and a consultant have been tasked with working
with the Mayor’s office to create a long-range plan for the publicly-controlled Coldstream Campus located
near the interstate. This area that is located across Georgetown Road is ideal for attracting high-wage jobs,
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creating employment options for Lexington and revenue for the city (Prosperity Policy #12).
The need for neighborhood integration is further supported by Design Policy #12, which states that new
development should support neighborhood-level commercial areas. In many neighborhoods developed
decades ago, commercial areas were designated to serve as neighborhood focal points. The development
of focal points is an element that is regularly supported within the Comprehensive Plan. Within the initial
application, the petitioner indicated that they were not interested in directly connecting or integrating the
neighborhood with the proposed commercial areas, resulting in the amendment of the application to the
Highway Service Business (B-3) zone. The applicant has suggested that this portion of the development will
be available for both the traveling public and the neighborhood, stressing the connection to the school and
the trail system that will extend down Sullivans Trace to Spurr Road, and along Spurr Road to Georgetown
Road. This provides a route for access; however, it is not focused on the neighborhood and is focused more
heavily on the traveling public.
While the applicant has focused on the potential gains proposed with their development, there is a significant
loss with the proposed shift away from the established residential zoning. The current Planned Neighborhood
Residential (R-3) zone not only maintains the residential character of the area north of Spurr Road and
between the Norfolk Southern Railroad and Georgetown Road, but also allows for the construction of needed
dwelling units within the Urban Service Area. It has been documented within the 2017 Fayette County
Housing Demand Study that the community is in need of additional housing units on vacant land inside the
Urban Service Area. While this area was planned for industrial uses decades ago, the applicant requested a
shift in land use in 2004, which led to the development of residential dwelling units. This also necessitated
the expansion of industrial uses elsewhere, like Coldstream Park. To shift again would take away some of the
residential gains made with the 2004 zone change and required changes elsewhere. Our community has a
consistent demand for residential land to support local economic activity.
The staff agrees that our current economic situation with the nation, state, and county are difficult. However,
the proposed rezoning is not in agreement with the Comprehensive Plan and staff cannot currently
recommend of approval of the application.

STAFF RECOMMENDS: DISAPPROVAL, FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS:
1. The requested Light Industrial (I-1) and Highway Service Business (B-3) zones are not in agreement
with the 2018 Comprehensive Plan’s Goals and Objectives, for the following reasons:
a. The proposed development does not provide a context sensitive development (Design Policy #4)
that integrates into the established residential character of the area north of Spurr Road.
b. The proposed development does not support the integration of neighborhood serving business,
and separates itself from the existing development rather that connecting residential uses to
commercial uses (Design Policy #12).
2. There have been no major changes of an economic, physical or social nature within the immediate area,
which were not anticipated in the Comprehensive Plan adopted by the Commission and which have
substantially altered the basic character of the immediate area.
3. The applicant has not put forth a justification for why the current zoning is inappropriate and
the proposed zoning is appropriate for the subject property. The current Planned Neighborhood
Residential (R-3) zone remains appropriate, as it provides the opportunity to construct needed dwelling
units within the Urban Service Area and maintains the residential character of the area north of Spurr
Road and between the Norfolk Southern Railroad and Georgetown Road. It has been documented
within 2017 Fayette County Housing Demand Study that we are in need of additional housing units on
vacant land inside the Urban Service Area.

HBB/TLW
10/19/2020
G:\Planning Services\Staff Reports\2020\PLN-MAR-20-00002 JUBY LLC (AMD) SUPPLEMENTAL 2
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Traffic Impact Study Summary Review

TIS Name:
TIS Preparer:
TIS Prep Date:
TIS Prop. Address:

JUBY LLC / Ramsey Sullivan
Strand Engineering
Jan 2020, Aug 2020 rev
1016 S. Broadway

MAR #: PLN-MAR-20-00002
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The developer is proposing a 450K+ sf industrial development on about
45 acres and a 30K+ sf shopping center with out-lots at the corner of
Georgetown and Spurr Roads.

ZDP #: PLN-MJDP-20-00001

Full Development Year: 2025
Existing Conditions
Georgetown Road, US 25, is a four-lane major arterial that
transitions to a rural arterial north of the Spurr Road intersection.
It had an AADT of 23,523 in 2018. Spurr Road, KY 1977, is a twolane rural collector with an AADT of 3,747 in 2019.

The applicant’s traffic impact study does account for all the known
residential developments to the north that are still under
development and has updated the proposed traffic counts to the
proposed full development year.
In general, staff believes that the proposed traffic has been
assessed at the lowest possible rates using the ITE manuals,
including a “linked-trip reduction” to the new trips generated by
the shopping center (which the staff vehemently disagrees with),
but will concede that the reductions in traffic would be unlikely to
have a significant impact on the LOS analysis in the study.
Total Average Daily Traffic for the proposed uses, as calculated
by staff:
ADT of the Industrial Park Uses: 2,068
(using the fitted curve ITE code 130 10th edition)
ADT of the Shopping Center Uses: 5,762
(using ITE codes 820, 912, 934 10th edition)
Total new AM and PM peak trips:
AM total AM in
AM out
PM total
512
320
192
552

PM in
226

PM out
326

Traffic Impact Study Summary Review

Safety Concern – A five year analysis of the KY State Police
crash data indicates a grouping of incidents in the S-curve.
This was not addressed at all in the Traffic Impact Study. In
fact, the study recognized (pg 2-6) that the majority of traffic
would utilize the S-curve for access to the individual sites, yet
no analysis of this safety hazard was given.
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LexTran has transit coverage in this area, which
is expected to gain ridership as the area
increases in both residents and jobs. This site
is predominately served by Routes 2 & 52 –
where 2 primarily serves as a corridor route
along Georgetown Road between this area and
downtown and 52 shares a similar route but
with different timing and also utilizes Nandino
Blvd to reach the Leestown Rd area.
LexTran and Planning staff has met with the
developer’s team and worked on transit
solutions for the proposed development. We
identified two distinct possibilities to improve
transit ridership, not only for this development
but for the area in general. However, the
identified needs are highly dependent upon the
timing of the completion of Sullivans Trace to
Spurr Road. In short, investment in option A
negates option B and vice versa.
Staff
recommends that the applicant, LexTran, and
appropriate government entities work together
at the final development plan to determine the
best improvements to achieve a functional and
accessible new bus pull-off and shelter for this
area.
The pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure is in
need of improvement. Compliance with the
minimum Subdivision Regulations would be a
major improvement, however, staff supports
efforts to create viable user-friendly multimodal alternatives. If a major bus stop is built
as recommended above, the pedestrian and
bike system to get to it becomes all the more
important.
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Conclusions from the study:
The traffic operations analysis indicates that all study area
intersections will operate acceptably with the recommended
improvements. The improvements are needed to mitigate
projected increases in queue lengths and projected decreases in
movement LOS results. The proposed improvements will also
provide acceptable access to and from the development site.
Note that during final intersection design, stopping sight distance
should be evaluated at all the study area intersections. Spurr Road
has notable horizontal and vertical curvature and there also trees
and objects that potentially impact line of sight at intersections.
Additionally, any potential changes in speed limit within the
study area should be made as a result of a separate speed study.
Recommended improvements:
*See revised TIS Aug 2020 for details
The revised TIS recommends several turn lanes (and
associated widenings) and some stop control measures at
each of the studied intersections. There are too many specific
recommendations to add to this report.

Traffic Impact Study Summary Review
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Transportation Planning staff does not have any further
recommendations to add to the staff recommendation on the
development plan or the applicant’s proposed improvements,
both in the Aug 2020 Traffic Impact Study and on the currently
submitted preliminary development plan.
Staff would like to point out that the proposed transportation
improvements, although recommended as adequate for the
requested uses, will likely require some waivers to the LFUCG
Land Subdivision Regulations at the time of development.
Furthermore, the amount and types of development in the
shopping center should be cautiously reviewed at the time of the
final development plan, as the access spacing standards
proposed for the shopping center do not appear to meet the
spacing standards for the proposed development.

Staff is cautiously optimistic that the transportation infrastructure
will be adequate for the proposed uses at the time of development
should the property be rezoned as requested. However, many of
the proposed solutions to improve the existing infrastructure
including the RI/RO on Georgetown Road and the ½ section
improvements to the reverse S-Curve are “outside the box”
solutions and will require further detailed engineering studies,
which ultimately must be permitted by the KYTC District 7 office.
Should there be problems with the proposed improvements at the
next stage of development, staff would caution the Planning
Commission to consider development limitations at that time until
all the necessary infrastructure is in place.

